The professional
choice

Since 1937

Location Wasserburg

The environment for enthusiasm,
innovation and job satisfaction

About us

In 1937 Adolf Weiss started his own business and founded the company " Adolf
Weiss - Chemical
Products " and started with the production of floor waxes, wax shavings and
various polishes. This he marketed throughout Germany . In the early 1950s the
product range has been extended to grinding and polishing agents for paints.
For reasons of age Adolf Weiss sold his company in 1979 to Mr. Josef Zürn sen.
Since 1996, the company is led by Josef Zürn jun.
He and his wife Petra Zürn studied both chemistry and develop , manufacture and
market since then grinding and polishing pastes himself in the family business in
Wasserburg.
The customers come from the automotive, motorcycle, marine , aircraft and
motorhome and caravan sector , ranging through to metal and plastics processing
industry .
Products are sold to well-known and major companies such as Porsche, ICI,
Sikkens, DuPont and PPG. In the last years the consumer market has been
addressed to a greater extent by introducing smaller package sizes and new
innovative products.
With ROTWEISS products, the different surfaces can be polished and maintain. In
a word: optimize!
Continuous monitoring of product quality, high flexibility and very good customer
service is top priority at ROTWEISS

Cleaner
ROTWEISS Intensive cleaner
S 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9305; K 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9205;
K 1000 ml - Art.-Nr. 9210; K 5000 ml - Art.-Nr. 9250

As a concentrate or ready to use in a spray bottle
For fast, effective cleaning of vehicle parts, engines, wheels, tires
and tarps.
Rain strips can be removed from caravans and boats. Also for the
cleaning of stone floors in indoor and outdoor use. Eliminates
contaminants such as oil, grease, or lime, as well as bird droppings
Directions for use:
Apply the Intensive Cleaner - depending on the degree - in the ratio 1:1 to
1:10 - to the contaminated surface and allow to soak. If heavily soiled work
with sponge or brush. Then rinse with clear water. Do not let dry! The Intensive
Cleaner is also ready for use in a spray bottle.
ROTWEISS Cold cleaning agent - Solvent-free and fast divisive
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9705

Removes oil and grease contamination from engines and machines
quickly and thoroughly.
Excellent penetration.
Directions for use: see ROTWEISS care tips
Spray cold cleaning agent evenly on cold engine and engine bay, dissolve
persistent dirt with a brush, allow to
take effect for five to ten minutes and wash down with a strong jet of
water.

Cleaner
ROTWEISS Active foam with shine wax
S 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9115; K 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9105;
K 1000 ml - Art.-Nr. 9110; K 5000 ml - Art.-Nr. 9150

As ready-to-use solution or concentrate
For quick, gentle pre-cleaning of all types of vehicles.
After prewashing with a high-pressure cleaner or jet of water,
spray active foam onto the wet surfaces and froth up with a wet
sponge. Allow foam to briefly take effect and rinse off with clear
water. Do not allow product to dry on vehicle’s body. The active
foam is also available as a concentrate for refilling.

ROTWEISS Cleaning stone + sponge
400 g - Art.-Nr. 9500

Removes stubborn dirt, dirt and grime and calcium deposits.
Can be used in many areas such as boats, caravans, household,
bathroom or kitchen.
Produces excellent shine and beading on stainless steel sinks.
Processing Moisten the sponge and rub sparingly on the cleaner. Create foam
and clean the soiled area. Then wipe with a damp sponge or microfiber cloth
(coarse). Don`t store above 50 ° C.

ROTWEISS Cleaning-clay
100 g - Art.-Nr. 1510; 200 g- Art.-Nr. 1520

Gently removes deposits such as rust, tar, insect remains or
lighter spray of smooth surfaces (paint, glass, ...).
Processing: Wash vehicle thoroughly. Spray the surface with
water and slide the clay with light pressure over the surface.
Repeat the process until the contamination is removed.

Wheels / tires
ROTWEISS Wheel rim cleaner
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9005

Highly efficient, ph-neutral wheel rim cleaner
For lacquered and anodised rims out of light metal and steel
Directions for use:
Spray wheel rim cleaner on to dry wheel rim and leave it to take effect for
approx. one minute. The product changes its colour to purple. Rework with
wheel rim brush, if required. Then rinse off well with hard jet of water/highpressure cleaner. Do not use on hot rims and in the blazing sun. Not suitable
for high gloss polished alloy wheels.
ROTWEISS Rim-Sealing containing solicone-oil!
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 7550

Long-term protection and brilliant shine for all types of rims. Water-,
salt- and dirtrepellent. Prevents burning and settling of brake dust.
Directions for use:
Clean the wheels before using with ROTWEISS Intensive Cleaner or
polishing paste. Apply the product with a soft microfiber cloth onto clean
and dry rims, then polish with a clean microfiber cloth to a shine. For
optimum protection, we recommend to apply two coats.
ROTWEISS Tyre polish - Solvent-free
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 7450

Intensive colour revival and care. Lends tyres long-lasting wet look.
Directions for use:
Shake well before use. Spray solution onto the cleaned tyres and
distribute evenly on the surface with a sponge. Do not apply on
tread.
Not suitable for two-wheelers.

FelgenVersiegelung
daSchutz und uerhafter
glanz für alle arten von
Felgen. Wirkt wasser-,
salzund
schmutzabweisend
. Erleichtert die
Reinigung

interior
ROTWEISS Carpet and upholstery cleaner
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 9805

Carpet and upholstery cleaner - Cleans fabric thoroughly and revives
the colours. Eliminates unpleasant smells.
Directions for use: Spray the cleaner directly onto the stained section
and treat with sponge or brush. Apply cleaner onto sponge for work on
places that are difficult to reach. Allow the surface to dry and then
vacuum off the residue.
ROTWEISS Leather Deep Cleaner
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 7300

Cleans leather and imitation leather deep into the pores
Directions for use: Thoroughly cleans dirt in auto or furniture
upholstery, bags and clothing. Solve pollution from seams with a
soft brush. Remove the residue and dirt with a damp cloth. Leather
after cleaning with ROTWEISS treat leather care.
Note: Check for compatibility before product!
Not for velor and suede.

ROTWEISS Leather care
250 ml - Art.-Nr. 7350

Protection and colour depth for all smooth and artificial leather types
Penetrates deeply into the leather and protects against aging and
embrittlement. Brings back the colour depth and repels dirt and water.
Directions for use:
Distribute the lotion evenly across the surface with a soft cloth/sponge
and repolish if necessary.
ROTWEISS Plastic care - Contains silicone
250 ml - Art.-Nr. 7250

Premium care for plastic and artificial leather. Maintains and protects
bumpers, spoilers and add-on parts. For the care and value preservation of
cockpits and panels. Particularly high resistance to water and weather!
Directions for use:
After pre-cleaning the surface, apply a thin layer of the care product with a
soft cloth, allow it to take effect briefly, and repolish.
Not for use on: glass, lacquer, fabrics, pedals and gearstick. Protect
against frost.

Rubber / Acrylic Glass / Carbon
ROTWEISS Rubber care Silicone-free!
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 7150

High-quality, solvent-free care emulsion. Avoids freezing. Rubber parts
are cleaned and protected from the elements.
Directions for use:
Apply with a soft cloth or sponge emulsion thinly and evenly
incorporated. Use for heavily soiled rubber parts for precleaning
ROTWEISS intensive cleaner. Protect from frost.
ROTWEISS Carbon Polishingpaste Silicone-free!
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 5650

Removes light surface flaws: scatches, swirls, oxidation and water spots.
Directions for use: Work one section at a time. Apply the product with a
foam pad and work in a rotary motion. Do not allow the product to dry.
Wipe off residues with a damp Microfiber cloth. Suitable for manual and
machine processing. To seal use ROTWEISS Carbon polish. Do not
store in temperature areas above 30°C or below 0°C
ROTWEISS Carbon Politur contains solicone
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 5660

Protection and shine for carbon surfaces.
Directions for use:
Apply the product with a soft microfiber cloth, then polish with a
clean microfiber clothto a shine. Protect from frost. Shake well
before use. The final film is weatherproof and waterrepellent,
preserves the surface and prevents cracking- or chapping.
ROTWEISS Acrylic & Plexiglas ® polishing paste, silicone free
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 7350

For removing small scratches and impurities. Also suitable for PVC.
Processing tips: Work one section at a time. Apply the product with a
foam pad and work with a rotary motion. Do not allow the product to dry.
You may add a little water. Wipe off residues with a damp Microfiber
cloth. Do not store at temperatures > 30 ° C <0 ° C.

metal polishes
ROTWEISS Stainless Steel & Chrome gloss polish, silicone free
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 5450

Cleans very carefully these metal surfaces High gloss, including
protection against oxidation.
Directions for use:
Apply the product with a soft cloth and work with a rotary motion.
Then polish with a clean cotton cloth. If necessary, repeat procedure.
Do not store at temperatures > 30 ° C <0 ° C.
ROTWEISS Aluminum mirror finish contains silicone
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 5550; 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 5555

Especially for highly polished Aluminum surfaces. Cleans, maintains
and protects, including protection against oxidation.
Directions for use : Shake well before use. Apply the product with a soft
cloth and work with a rotary motion until it blackens himself. Then
polish with a clean cotton cloth. If necessary, repeat procedure. Do not
store at temperatures > 30 ° C <0 ° C.
ROTWEISS Brass mirror finish contains silicone
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 5250

Especially for highly polished brass surfaces. Cleans, maintains and
protects, including protection against oxidation.
Directions for use:
Shake well before use. Apply the product with a soft cloth and work
with a rotary motion until it blackens himself. Then polish with a clean
cotton cloth. If necessary, repeat procedure.

Grinding and Polishing Pastes
The ROTWEISS grinding and polishing pastes are comparable in their capacity
and type of application.
They differ mainly by the type of polishing grain and the grain size. The field of
application is versatile. The products can be used on a variety of materials and
surfaces, such as paints, fiberglass, gelcoat, plastics but also stone such as
Marble or anodized aluminum. Thus, the ROTWEISS products are the perfect aid
to optimize not alone in car, boat, motorcycle, caravan, aircraft, but also on many
other surfaces. The grinding and polishing pastes are free of wax, grease and
silicone, and can be used with the machine and also by hand.
Directions for use: Apply the product with a foam pad (hand or machine). Work
on section at a time with moderate pressure. Gradually reduce the pressure and
polish with cross-like movements. Do not allow the product to dry. Remove any
polishing residues with a damp microfiber cloth (Fine). Do not keep in
temperature areas more than 30°C or under

ROTWEISS Top-Gloss anti-hologrammpolish silicone free
150 ml - Art.-Nr. 1550

For brilliant shine.
Removes streaks and holograms.
ideal as the final stage of each polishing process.

ROTWEISS Paintcleaner 500 ml silicone free!
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 1400

Removes insects, tree sap and tar stains. Slightly faded and
weathered paint coats can be removed.

top-glanz
anti-Hologramm-Politur
Für brillanten Hochglanz
auf allen
dunklen Oberflächen. Entfernt Schlieren
und Hologramme.
Geeignet für Metallic-, Effekt- und
Wasserbasislacke, auch für alle Unilacke
sowie für lackierte Kunststoffoberflächen,
Gelcoat und GfK.

Grinding and Polishing Pastes
ROTWEISS Polishing paste – silicone free!
100 ml - Art.-Nr. 1300; 200 ml - Art.-Nr. 1100; 750 ml - Art.-Nr. 1000

• For blind and weathered surfaces, removes spray dust,
light surface scratches and coarse impurities.
• Rubber parts are not affected.
• The ROTWEISS polishing paste is also suitable as a
chrome polish.
ROTWEISS Grining- and Polishing paste – silicone free!
100 ml - Art.-Nr. 5150; 750 ml - Art.-Nr. 5100

• For older, weathered or yellowed paint and fiberglass surfaces.
• To eliminate overspray, surface scratches and coarse impurities.
ROTWEISS Grinding paste Rubin silicone free!
100 ml - Art.-Nr. 3300; 750 ml - Art.-Nr. 3000

• For the professional user - Warning strong grinding effect • For highly stressed surfaces, surface cracks, deep scratches
and strong impurities.
• The grinding paste RUBIN leaves a pattern and must be postprocessed with a finer polishing paste.
ROTWEISS Matting Paste silicone free!
100 ml - Art.-Nr. 6150; 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 6500

Abrasive paste for frosting in the case of old spray paint. Removes wax and
Silicone chemically and mechanically
Directions for use:
Pre-clean residue paint. Can be applied either dry or wet with a pad. Remove
with a wet sponge. Leaves a uniformly smooth surface, free from deep scratches.
Also usefull for removing dust and strong pollution. Can be used with a machine.
Shake well before use.

Sealers
ROTWEISS High-Gloss Polish – silicone free
250 ml - Art.-Nr. 4200; 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 4100; 1000 ml- Art.-Nr. 4000;
5000 ml- Art.-Nr. 4300

Durable protection with a deep gloss finish. Provides a long-lasting
protectionto polished surfaces.
Directions for use:
Apply a thin coat using a hand polish sponge in circular motion until
nearly dry and then polish to a shine with a clean slightly damp
microfiber “fine” cloth. Do not use in the sun. Protect from frost. The
final film is weatherproof and waterrepellent which preserves the
surface and prevents cracking or chapping.
ROTWEISS Paint Sealant - containing silicone
250 ml - Art.-Nr. 2200; 500 ml - Art.-Nr. 2100; 1000 ml- Art.-Nr. 2000;
5000 ml- Art.-Nr. 2300

Protection and shine for all surfaces
Directions for use:
Apply a thin coat using a hand polish sponge in circular motion until
nearly dry and then polish to a shine with a clean slightly damp microfiber
“fine” cloth. Do not use in the sun. Protect from frost. The final film is
weatherproof and waterrepellent, preserves the surface and prevents
cracking or chapping.
ROTWEISS Spray wax
500 ml - Art.-Nr. 2111; 1000 ml- Art.-Nr. 2112; 5000 ml- Art.-Nr. 2115

For paints, plastics and glass (suitable for matt coatings)
spray - distribute - dry - finish
There is a shiny, long-lasting protective film with excellent water
repellency. The crystalline composition leaves no white residue on
plastic.
Directions for use:
Spray the wax onto a clean surface and spread evenly with a soft cloth
and polish off with a microfiber cloth from
Red and White. Do not allow to dry. The
crystalline composition leaves no white residue
on black plastic parts.It creates a shiny,
long-lasting protective film with excellent
Water-repellency.
Caution: Not for use on windscreens.
Do not use on hot surfaces.

Surface maintenance - what is important?
Paint / gel coat is the protective layer on the surface, such as your skin, and like
this needs a certain amount of care to be protected from environmental and
mechanical stress.
ROTWEISS products form the decisive factor for beautiful and good surface
structure.
Classic construction of car paints :

clearcoat
He is the thickest layer and protects the
whole structure against mechanical and
basecoa 20
environmental influences.
µm
basecoat
filler 20 µm
It is the coloring layer.
filler
Primerg 5 µm
It is used as balancing layer and have to
ground absolutely smooth after drying.
vehicle body100 µm primer
Adhesion-promoting layer. Protects the
underlying surface against corrosion.
clearcoat 50 µm

Gelcoated surfaces with microscopic
scratches
Polishing and sealing?
Anyone looking for a lasting
shine on scratched, unsightly
surfaces first has to polish
and seal them.
The "masking" of the
damaged surface brings in
the first moment a glossy
surface, but the result is not
of long duration.

Polishing

and

Sanded and
filled scratches

sealing

Filled
scratches

Rain, Sun

shine remains

washed out / dull

Foam pad
ROTWEISS foam pad, open-celled
Deposed and adjusted to the foam pad with rounded edges,
suede.
medium coarse - orange - height 25 mm
Ø 77 mm - Art.-Nr. 8477; Ø 132 mm - Art.-Nr. 8432; Ø 155 mm - Art.-Nr. 8455;
Ø 185 mm - Art.-Nr. 8485

For weathered paints, for polishing paint with errors.
Also available in waved execution.
medium fine - yellow - height 25 mm
Ø 77 mm - Art.-Nr. 8377; Ø 132 mm - Art.-Nr. 8332; Ø 155 mm - Art.-Nr. 8355; Ø
185 mm - Art.-Nr. 8385

For slightly dull coatings, light scratches and polishing dust
inclusions.
fine - blue - height 25 mm
Ø 77 mm - Art.-Nr. 8177; Ø 132 mm - Art.-Nr. 8132; Ø 155 mm - Art.-Nr. 8155; Ø
185 mm - Art.-Nr. 8185

For polishing dust inclusions and paint defects.
very fine - black - height 22.5 mm
Ø 77 mm - Art.-Nr. 8077; Ø 132 mm - Art.-Nr. 8032; Ø 155 mm - Art.-Nr. 8055; Ø
185 mm - Art.-Nr. 8085

Wave foam pad, High gloss polishing sponge, polishing out
holograms. Especially suitable for dark colors.
ROTWEISS polishing sponge, closed-celled
medium fine - white - height 20 mm Ø: 155 mm
full surface Art.-Nr. 8200; centered Art.-Nr. 8230

Available in two different versions: Velour deposed or fully covered.
Edges are not rounded for easy dull coatings, light scratches,
prepolishing of dust inclusions.
ROTWEISS Hand-polishing sponge (120 x 90 x 40 mm)
Art.-Nr. 8250

Prevents streaking and allows metered pressure distribution. Ideal for
the processing of polishing and grinding pastes and other
ROTWEISS products. Washable with water.

backing pad
ROTWEISS Hand-backing pad (Ø 125 mm)
Art.-Nr. 8950

hook and loop fastener plate for use of the machines foam
pads by hand.
ROTWEISS backing pad with foam padding and
hook and loop fastening system
Ø 73 mm - Art.-Nr. 8977; Ø 125 mm - Art.-Nr. 8932;
Ø 147 mm - Art.-Nr. 8955;Ø 177 mm - Art.-Nr. 8985

Height: 25 mm Thread: M14
ROTWEISS adapter for drills and screw drivers
Art.-Nr. 8900

To pick up a backing pad with M14 thread.

microfiber products
All the advantages of microfiber tissues for efficient processing of many ROTWEISS
products.
Suitable for dry and wet cleaning. Washable up to 90 ° C.
ROTWEISS Microfiber cloth coarse
40 x 40 mm - Art.-Nr. 8000; 60 x 70 mm - Art.-Nr. 8050

For interior and exterior cleaning of your vehicle, for hard surfaces, such as
tables, countertops, shelves, etc. dirt on computer keyboard or phone. Also
ideal for kitchen, bathroom and toilet.
ROTWEISS Microfiber SUPERSOFT black
40 x 40 mm - Art.-Nr. 8001

For paints and other scratch-sensitive surfaces. This cleaning
cloth even impress the most demanding customers with its
gentleness and design.
ROTWEISS Microfiber LASERCUT red
40 x 40 mm - Art.-Nr. 8002

Laser cutted, so no seam can leave scratches.
Highly absorbent. Ideal for processing ROTWEISS spray wax.

ROTWEISS Microfiber Fine
50 x 60 mm - Art.-Nr. 8100

Made of ultra-fine microfibers. For removing polish residues, cleaning windows
und mirrows, and other smooth surfaces.
For best results, wring out the wet cloth good. Washable up to 90 ° C. Do not
use fabric softener!

microfiber products
ROTWEISS Mikrofasertuch SOFTTOUCH
40 x 40 mm - Art.-Nr. 8003

The ROTWEISS microfiber cloths SOFT TOUCH
distinguished by their extra-fine surface. The 4-color system
(red / blue / yellow / green) for a hygienic and clean work.
Washable up to 90 ° C. Do not use fabric softener!

ROTWEISS mikrofiber sponge (240 x 130 x 50 mm)
Art.-Nr. 8220

Cleaning of vehicles, windows and mirrors. One site with mesh
cover for stubborn dirt, the other side in soft microfibre surface
for gentle cleaning.

ROTWEISS Microfiber glove
Art.-Nr. 8060

Microfiber glove with two different cleaningsides:
• The smooth side is ideal for cleaning windows and other
smooth surfaces.
• The Rasta-side in the dry state for dusting and wet for
general cleaning.

Technical Data Sheet
ROTWEISS Grinding and Polishing System
(Top-Gloss anti-hologrammpolish Paintwork Cleaner, Polishing Paste, Grinding and
Polishing Paste, Rubin Grinding Paste – Paintwork preserver, Deep Shine Polish)
(Suitable among other things for paintwork, GRP, acrylic, metals)
Characteristic:
The ROTWEISS Grinding and Polishing Pastes are used on more or less heavily
weathered or scratched surfaces. They can also be employed to remove spray dust
and paint runs. The pastes are essentially different in their grinding strength.
When the surface is ideal one should then apply the Paint-work Preserver or the
Deep Shine Polish as a sealant.

Instructions for use: Grinding and Polishing Pastes:
Use only a little product and work it in completely. Do not allow the pastes to dry on
because the dried grinding particles can act like “sand paper”. When polishing pay
particular attention to the edges since it is here that the paintwork is at its thinnest.
On larger areas it makes sense to use a polishing machine (+ ROTWEISS
Polishing sponge).
Motion: from TOP to BOTTOM and from LEFT to RIGHT
If you work the paste by hand, you should make sure that you use strong circular
movements to work in the product and to use a clean sponge to polish off
(ROTWEISS Hand Polishing Sponge). Thus you avoid the build-up of smears
and streaks from the outset. Use the polishing products sparingly – this makes the
final polishing-off easier.

Technical Data Sheet
Remark:
Before commencing with the polishing work the surface which requires polishing must be
closely inspected. If you are not certain yourself then ask a specialist if the surface can still
be polished.
If the scratches are too deep then they can no longer be polished away without the
danger that one polishes through the paint. On paintwork with an additional layer of clear
paint the danger is that the scratch goes through the clear paintwork and a shadow
appears when polished away (polished right through!)
Since the Grinding Paste Rubin has a very strong grinding effect it is always recommended
to initially try removing the scratches with the Polishing Paste. Using the Grinding Paste
Rubin fine scratches can be left behind. These can be polished away using the Polishing
Paste. (Caution, danger of polishing right through!!)
Always work on small areas.
Do not work in direct sunlight or on hot paintwork or in very high humidity. If you have
applied too much product or if the paste/polish has dried on a little, then spray on some
water to loosen it up again. Alternatively you can also remove it all with a damp cloth.
In the eventuality of any smears or dust remove it with a slightly moist micro fibre cloth.
On very sensitive paintwork as e.g. black you should also pay attention on choosing the
polishing cloth that it is extremely soft and clean because even the wrong cloth can
already leave behind scratches.

Instructions on how to deal with and dispose of our products should be gleaned from the
valid safety data sheets and the relevant leaflets from the professional association of the
chemical industry.
The remarks in our information sheets serve as instructions for the technical application
and have been compiled to the best of our knowledge. No liability, however, can be
derived from them.

www.lang24.com

For information about new products,
application areas and Care Tips see
www.rotweiss.com

ROTWEISS Produkte
Josef Zürn
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